Help increase real time collaboration with integrated voice calling. AT&T brings you Office 365 and the voice connection service feature integrating the cloud based Microsoft collaboration solution with expanded voice capabilities as one efficient productivity and communication suite. You get click-to-call functionality within the Office 365 applications from your desktop, smartphone or tablet while connecting to your contacts including other Lync and Skype users.

Office 365 from AT&T with voice connection is the complete office in the cloud and provides voice calling, email, calendar, instant messaging, HD video conferencing, desktop sharing and file sharing – all working together and connected efficiently with familiar Office® desktop apps, helping you be more productive virtually anywhere.

**The Freedom to Communicate Like Never Before**
Work Virtually Anywhere – Communicate the way you want – Lync Online integrates all your communication needs (screen-sharing, conference calls, IM and voice) in one easy-to-use application, making it easy to choose and switch between various types of communication. Use the AT&T delivered voice connection service to call Lync or non-Lync users with just a few clicks.

Across Devices – Stay connected virtually from anywhere you choose to be, on almost any device. Lync Online and voice connection work on Windows PCs, Macs, Windows Phone, iOS, and Android devices.

Connected Experience – See your Lync Online contacts available/busy/away information from your email and respond with an IM or phone call. Help increase productivity by placing calls from virtually any device and any Office application to Lync and Skype users, or any of your contacts’ phone numbers.

**AT&T Is Your Single Source and There Every Step of the Way**
We can help you get up and running as quickly as possible. Office 365 with voice connection is a fully integrated cloud-based, communication solution, available for a fixed monthly fee per user. Here the Office 365 per user software subscription and voice service fees are combined into one convenient and predictable monthly payment. This helps reduce upfront capital expenditures and control costs. With AT&T, you have a single point of contact from planning your move to the cloud, to 24x7 technical support. AT&T can be your single provider for all your chosen services including: network, voice, video, mobility, cloud services, and application management, along with full lifecycle support.

**Simple, Easy, and Reliable**
**Calling, Messaging, and Online Meetings**
Along with Lync Online and the voice connection service from AT&T, you get many ways to stay connected and schedule effective meetings, all in a single, easy-to-use application:

- See real-time presence information (available/busy/away) of your colleagues and contacts
- Easily move from IM to voice to HD video calls with one click

---

**Potential Benefits**
- Work virtually anywhere
- Helps increase productivity
- Expanded voice calling with customers, partners, suppliers
- Simple to manage with easy implementation and administration
- One provider for reduced vendor management and costs
- Less complex integration using one versus multiple technologies
- Reduced deployment timelines helps bring faster return on business results
- Easier adoption because the app and experience are familiar

**Features**
- Single integrated client for all collaboration with voice calling functionality
- Feature rich, enhanced voice experience to call virtually anyone
- Single number reach with any phone number
- Full access to communications tools regardless of device
- Flexible, scalable cloud-based, off-the-shelf solution
- OpEx financial model with predictable, fixed monthly costs
- Per user as-a-service model
- Self-service user management via the AT&T Productivity Suite
- 24x7 technical support

---

To learn more about Office 365 from AT&T, visit [www.att.com/office365](http://www.att.com/office365) or have us contact you.
• Place and receive calls with customers or partners who do not have Lync
• Stay connected across your devices: desktop/laptop, tablet, or smartphone

Work How You Want, Where You Want
• Use Office® across your devices – PC, Mac, tablet, smartphone
• Sync files to your devices using offline access and automatic re-syncing and backup
• When away from the office, stay connected with voice connection. Your work phone can ring anywhere you are with single number reach with an internet or wireless connection.

Share Information Easily And in a Highly Secure Manner
• Conduct more effective online meetings with multi-party HD video conferencing, screen sharing, and real-time note taking
• Create a mailbox within a team-site to access team communications and documents from Microsoft Outlook
• Share documents internally and externally using Microsoft SharePoint Online team sites with controlled access

Keep It Simple
• Simplify management with a single, web-based admin center: add or delete users, manage email, and set file-sharing policies
• Install Office on desktops quickly by streaming directly from Office 365 – ready to use by clicking “install”
• Designed to protect against malware, spam, and phishing
• Maintains automatic backup

Easy To Manage
Office 365 with voice connection from AT&T as a standard, scalable cloud-based solution means simplified implementation and administration with efficient integration. You can have peace of mind knowing that your software version is always up-to-date. The single integrated software client provides a simple and intuitive end user experience and full access to communications tools regardless of the device.

Here Is What You Get When You Add AT&T Voice Connection to Microsoft Office 365
• AT&T voice connection service feature (optional): Enhanced Lync Online voice experience with calling to/from Lync and non-Lync users
  - 10,000 minutes of long distance
  - Individual telephone number per user
  - Local phone numbers (number porting available)
  - Simultaneous ring/single number reach on any device
  - Call forward
  - Team call
  - Voicemail (with Exchange Server or a qualifying Exchange Online package that includes Unified Messaging)
  - National and international tariffs/calling plan
  - Domestic emergency calls
  - AT&T voice network
  - 24x7 support
• Lync® Online
  - IM, audio and video conferencing, presence, and voice
• Exchange® Online
  - Email, calendars, and contacts
  - 50 GB user mailboxes
• Anti-spam and anti-malware
• Unified messaging and voicemail
• SharePoint® Online
• Sync files online and offline to your devices

Depend on AT&T For Consistent and Reliable Service
By selecting AT&T, you can benefit from our extensive history and experience in delivering comprehensive voice and unified collaboration solutions. Our solutions are flexible and can support your specific deployment requirements, whether you want everything in the cloud as with Office 365 from AT&T or some Microsoft Office components in dedicated environments as with AT&T Managed Application Services.

Why AT&T?
Single Source For a Comprehensive Solution With Global Reach
• Single point of responsibility and contact for 24x7 technical support
• One provider for network, voice, video, mobility, cloud services, and application lifecycle management
• Implementation support with assistance on migration to the cloud
• AT&T Productivity Suite self-service portal
• Comprehensive UC portfolio and universal integration capabilities
• Extensive industry accreditations
• AT&T global delivery network providing reliability
• History and proven voice experience

For more information contact your AT&T representative or visit www.att.com/office365.